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Imagine: A World Without Cancer
This book has been written for cancer patients, health professionals,
political decision makers – and for the general public.
Above all, it is written for the young people of the world, who now
have the historic opportunity to become the first generation who
could live their lives without the fear of cancer.
Whether this breathtaking perspective becomes a reality depends
on one factor only: Will you stay indifferent or will you help to
spread this life-saving information among your friends, colleagues
and in your community.
We encourage you to read this book not just once, because the
information on every page is very compact. In some cases we had
to condense several research experiments in one graph or summarise half a century of history on one page. We encourage you to
explore the facts of this book, its analysis and its logic. Be critical
and also conduct your own research about what you read here.
As we discussed in the previous chapter, when browsing the internet you will come across negative information about this research,
about the authors of this book, etc. When you read such information, ask yourself who wrote it and who benefits from spreading
such deceptive information.
The greater the economic privileges the status quo has to defend,
the fiercer the attacks on those threatening its privileges. The pharmaceutical investment business has amassed a fortune of tens of trillions (!) of dollars. It is by far the largest economic power in history.
So, there is no reason to be surprised at anything you read.
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Business With Diseases –
Or Nonprofit Health Care
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Our Nonprofit Organisation –
A Model For Future Healh Care

For almost two decades, our research organisation has been leading
the scientific transformation of medicine driven by patented synthetic and often toxic drugs towards effective, natural and safe health
approaches.
But we have also taken on a leadership role in the ethical transformation from the ‘Age of the investment business with disease’
towards the ‘Age of effective prevention and eradication of diseases’.
This goal to facilitate an ethical transformation of medicine
required us to lead by example. Cognizant of this fact, we created
an international research organisation that is 100% owned by a
nonprofit foundation.
As illustrated on the facing page, all profits resulting from research
are being reinvested to further natural health research and education. Since no money is being diverted to shareholders or for personal gain in general, our business model is propelling a spiral of
continuously better health.
Moreover, the definite absence of any private profit motive
becomes a guiding principle for the research directions. As
opposed to the pharmaceutical ‘business with disease’ where new
drug development is determined by the highest profits, our nonprofit organisation conducts its research according to the biggest
health needs of millions of people and society at large.
For the status quo this ethical transformation is a particular challenge – for they are unable to follow it without betraying the
investment nature of its business.
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This circle describes not just the model of how our organisation
works today. It is also a model for a future health care system
that is no longer controlled by special investment interests.
In a desperate attempt to delay this inevitable transition of
health care, the lobbyists of the status quo use some old
deception tactics: Blaming us, the pioneers of progress, of
profiteering from the ‘business with disease’.
Exposing these obvious tactics helps the people of the world
to draw their own conclusions. Just ask the question: ‘Who
benefits?’.
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Now We All Have A Choice:
Choice

Choice

Continued
Health

A
For Patients
‘Cancer’ Diagnosis
Equals Death Verdict

B

Cancer Becomes a
Manageable Disease
Like Any Other

Ultimately

Death
Highly Toxic
‘Chemo’ Drugs
Damage Patient’s Body

Patient Is
Confronted With
Fear of Death

Patient Succumbs to
Toxic ‘Chemotherapy’
As the Only Choice

Once you, the reader, have vaccinated yourself against the predictable demagoguery of the status quo described in this book,
there is no more holding back from inaugurating the New Age of
Modern Health.
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Use of Effective,
Bio-Compatible
Natural Health

Justified Hope
Through
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Patient makes
Informed Choice
of Treatment

First and foremost, this New Age will be characterised by turning
cancer from a ‘death verdict’ into a manageable disease. Mankind
now has the opportunity to turn Fear into Hope.
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The Goals of this Book: Demystifying Medicine And Democratising Health
On a wider scope, this book is an important contribution towards
the urgently needed transition of medicine:
1. The origin of cancer and many other diseases has been kept a
mystery until now. The public ‘health illiteracy’ of the nature of
cancer and other diseases has been a precondition for the pharmaceutical business with ineffective and dangerous drugs like
chemotherapy.

Chapter V − What You Can Do To Make the Victory Over Cancer Irreversible

Role of
This Book

STOP
Health Illiteracy is a Strategic
Precondition for the Continuation of the
Multi-billion Dollar Market
With Toxic Chemotherapy Drugs

Through public education, this book demystifies the nature of
cancer and thereby opens up the way for a universally effective
biological management of this disease. Obviously, this is just a
beginning and our understanding of the nature of many other
diseases will follow soon.
2. Until now the delivery of patented medicines has been tightly
controlled and a privilege of the prescribing medical profession. Now, many health professionals realise that – they too –
have been deceived and their professional ethical principles
degraded by investment interests to become a mere ‘sales force‘
for the questionable merchandise of the pharmaceutical ‘business with disease’.
By providing understandable health
one, this book goes one step further.
allowing people to take advantage of
able health solutions in the form of
science-based natural approaches.

care solutions for everyIt democratises health by
effective, safe and affordmicronutrients and other

The demystification of today’s medicine and the democratisation
of health are preconditions for a modern, prevention-orientated
health care worldwide.

Pharmaceutical Investment
‘Business With Disease’

STOP
Millions of People Patients and Govern Die from Prevent - ments Pay Billions
able Diseases
for Dangerous Drugs

STOP
Feeding on Fear and Misery of Millions
Economic Drainage of Entire Nations
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Liberation of Human Health
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Imagine ...

Mankind has celebrated many steps of progress, the development
of the steam engine, electricity, telephones and recently the Internet are just some of them. But there are only two advances in the
course of history that literally affect every human life today and
the lives of all future generations.
The first of these universal advances was the liberation of the
human mind. After the invention of the printing press in 16th Century Europe, thousands of books were translated into the spoken
languages and became available to millions of ordinary people.
Schools sprang up in every village and universities were founded
in every country. In short, 16th Century Europe became the cradle of liberation of the human mind. In the following centuries,
all areas of society, science, trade, craftsmanship, art, and even
political life prospered, replacing a millennium of Dark Ages
under autocratic rulers with Modern Times and democracy.
The second of these universal advances is the liberation of the
human body and human health from centuries of illiteracy
and false dependencies. This step still lies ahead of us. With
the publication of this book and with its contents becoming
widely known, the doors to the global liberation of human
health are widely open.
The goal of this global liberation is the prevention of today’s most
common diseases and ultimately their eradication for all future
generations, with the financial resources freed by ending the economically strangulating ‘business with diseases’. Hundreds of trillions of dollars will be freed to address the most urgent needs of
mankind including hunger, unemployment and environmental
challenges. This is the next great task uniting all of mankind.

16th Century:
‘Liberation of the human mind’
ended the Dark Ages and
advanced mankind
to Modern Times.
By the light of candles in their
huts, millions of peasants seized
the opportunity to learn to read
from printed books.

Imagine ...
... it took James Lind four decades until
his discovery was accepted that citrus
juice can cure scurvy –
... how many people died during these
‘years of transition’ –
... if you lived at that time, wouldn’t you
have helped him?
James Lind (1716 - 1794)

... it took Louis Pasteur 25 years until his
discovery was accepted that microorganisms are the cause of infectious
diseases –
... how many people died during these
‘years of transition’ –
Louis Pasteur (1822 - 1895)

... if you lived at that time, wouldn’t you
have helped him?

Imagine ...
How much the liberation of human health
can benefit and advance mankind today,
in the 21st Century and beyond!
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Public Education as the Basis
of Modern Health Care
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Fighting Health Illiteracy
Through World Health Alphabetization

Modern health care will no longer be exclusive, delegated to just
a few professional groups – it will be inclusive, integrative and
participatory in nature. Not only patients, but the community as a
whole – from school children to seniors – will actively participate
in providing health education and basic health care in the form of
lifestyle consultations and nutritional recommendations.
We are confident that the contents of this book will spread quickly
among the cancer patient community around the world. We also
know that the attacks on this book by pharmaceutical lobbyists in
medicine and media will further accelerate the dissemination of
this book. But all that is not enough.
We have created an opportunity for every reader who wants to
actively contribute to finally achieve ‘victory over cancer’ and to
change health care towards prevention and eradication of diseases.
The World Health Alphabetization is an open access online health
education course for everyone. You can log on to
www.wha-www.org and:
• Study the advances of natural health not only in the area of cancer, but also in cardiovascular diseases and other health problems;
• Take a test and acquire a certificate as a ‘Community Health
Educator;
• With a mouse click you can recommend this free health education course to your friends, colleagues and to anyone you know.

At www.wha-www.org you can learn more about your health
and get a free certificate as a ‘Community Health Educator’.

Websites you should also visit:
• www.drrathresearch.org – Our Research Institute
• www.dr-rath-health-foundation.org – Our Foundation
• www.hpcm.org –
Contact for interested health professionals
• www.profit-over-life.org –
History of ‘business with disease’
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What you can do – if you are ...
We have reached the end of this book. Some of our readers may
put it aside and allow themselves some time to reflect on its farreaching implications.
Other readers may be looking to take immediate action in order to
terminate the ‘business with the cancer epidemic’ as quickly as
possible. Following are some actions you can take if you are:
• A cancer patient: share the information of this book, and your
positive health experiences with natural therapies with other
cancer patients.
• A medical doctor: familiarise yourself with the rapidly growing
scientific evidence of natural health approaches in cancer,
introduce micronutrients in your medical practice, in particular
in your care for cancer patients.
• A natural health professional: join national or international
professional organisations dedicated to the promotion of science-based natural health, such as Health Professionals for Cellular Medicine.
• A health food store owner: recommend this book to your customers, invite health professionals from your community to give
lectures in your store about the documented health benefits of
natural health.
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Movement of Life
The dimension by which the information in this book affects
human lives dwarfs many other social movements and causes
currently being promoted online and offline in the form of socalled social networks.
Considering this dimension – and taking into account the facts
outlined in the previous chapter that the status quo is hiding
behind social online networks to thwart human progress –
there exists an objective need for a global social movement
dedicated to the goals presented in this book.
These goals are self-evident: protecting our basic right to
health, to life, to healthy and unmodified food and other fundamental human health rights. There is no need for us to present in detail how to defend those human rights. You are best
to judge what to do in your community and your country.
We, the authors of this book, support this ‘Movement of Life’.
We consider our role to provide a framework and an online
platform to connect the multitude of activities that will start
everywhere. Precisely that is the nature of our call for a
“Movement of Life” (see chapter ‘Appendix’).

• A teacher: introduce nutritional health information and education in your classes at school, college or other educational institution, organise extracurricular activities to promote preventive
and nutritional health in your community.
• A political decision maker: Take action now and make sure that
every person in your city, district or country learns about the
breakthrough in cancer and its dramatic consequences for saving lives and health care costs.

www.movement-of-life.org
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